multiply
multipliers
Process Overview

Phase 1 - Establish
Duration: one week
This phase consists in grounding a new believer in the faith so that he can better understand his salvation
and the Biblical basis of his eternal security.
A meeting should be scheduled to do Lesson 1: My Salvation.
Phase 2 - Enlist
Duration: one week
This phase is to challenge and guide the new believer to start sharing his faith with others, and to be trained
to train others to do the same.
A meeting should be scheduled to do Lesson 2: God’s Will for My Life.
Questions that advance the multiplication of disciples:
1. Why should I do this?
Matthew 28:18 - 20 teaches three things to all believers:
• The command is to go, not to bring
• We should share the gospel to all, not only a few
• The purpose is to teach them to obey (to multiply multipliers)
2. With whom should I share?
• Make a list of his network of relationships: family, friends, neighbors, co-workers
• Identify to whom they will share and develop the habit of witnessing to them during the week.
•Pray, encourage, and challenge
3. How can I start?
• Help the new believer to write up his salvation story to be be shared in a few minutes:
Before - During - After
• Teach him to do a simple gospel presentation using the Bridge diagram. Practice.
First assignment: ask the disciple to witness to at least two people of his network of relationships that week.
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Phase 3 – Equip / Expand
Duration: several weeks
The two parts of this phase take place simultaneously. God has sent the new believer to preach the Gospel
and to make disciples. For him to be fruitful, his mentor will train him week after week, until God uses him to
see at least four generations of disciples.
From this point on, all of the training meetings are to be divided in three parts:

Look Back

Look Up

Look Ahead

(30 min.)

(30 min.)

(30 min.)

• Personal care
• Prayer
• Review their assignment
• Vision casting:
Why are we doing this?

• Complete the
lesson

• Practice the lesson
• Set goals for the following
week
• Pray one for another

Resources and content:
- Short term discipleship: complete 9 lessons
- Long term discipleship: personal study of a book of the Bible
Phase 4 - Multiply
• This occurs when the disciple generation-1 has trained a disciple generation-2 to the point where he can
lead a person to receive Jesus Christ as his Saviour. Immediately he begins to train him so that he can also
win/train someone else.
• This multiplication process continues as the disciple generation-2 is training the disciple generation-3,
beginning with phase 1 (Establish). The purpose is to prepare him to fulfill the great commission.
• The mentor generation-1 must continue training the disciple generation-2 so that he as well continues
training the disciple generation-3.
• Success is found in working hard so that each new disciple can form a sequence of at least 4 generations
of disciples.

*Multiply Multiplyers is a fusion between The Spiral and T4T
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